Survey of Immunological Features of the Alpha-Like Proteins of *Streptococcus agalactiae*
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Nearly all *Streptococcus agalactiae* (group B streptococcus [GBS]) strains express a protein which belongs to the so-called alpha-like proteins (Alps), of which Cα, Alp1, Alp2, Alp3, Rib, and Alp4 are known to occur in GBS. The Alps are chimeras which form mosaic structures on the GBS surface. Both N- and C-terminal stretches of the Alps possess immunogenic sites of dissimilar immunological specificity. In this review, we have compiled data dealing with the specificity of the N- and C-terminal immunogenic sites of the Alps. The majority of N-terminal sites show protein specificity while the C-terminal sites show broader cross-reactivity. Molecular serotyping has revealed that antibody-based serotyping has often resulted in erroneous Alp identification, due to persistence of cross-reacting antibodies in antisera for serotyping. Retrospectively, this could be expected on the basis of sequence analysis results. Some of the historical R proteins are in fact Alps. The data included in the review may provide a basis for decisions regarding techniques for the preparation of specific antisera for serotyping of GBS, for use in other approaches in GBS research, and for decision making in the context of GBS vaccine developments.

Immunologic classification of hemolytic streptococci began in 1933 when Rebecca Lancefield defined serogroups based on serogroup-specific polysaccharides (1). *Streptococcus agalactiae* (serogroup B; group B streptococci [GBS]), an important cause of infections in humans, notably in neonates, and an important cause of mastitis in cattle, was divided into serotypes I, II, and III on the basis of capsular polysaccharide (CPS) antigens (2). Currently, CPS types Ia, Ib, and II to IX have been recognized among group B streptococci (GBS).

Protein antigens of GBS were originally named li antigens (3), later changed to lc antigens (4), and were changed again to libc proteins by Lancefield in 1975 (5). The history of the alpha-like proteins (Alps) of GBS appears to have begun in 1971 with the demonstration of two precipitinogens in an HCl extract of GBS. One of the antigens was sensitive to trypsin, and the other was trypsin resistant (4). The trypsin-sensitive antigen (Cβ) was a non-Alp, but the trypsin-resistant antigen might have been the alpha antigen (Cα). In 1979, Bevanger and Maeland (6) described two precipitinogens in HCl extracts from the CPS type Ia strain A909 and the type Ib strain H36B and one precipitinogen in the type Ia strain 335 (6). The strain 335 antigen cross-reacted immunologically with one of the two A909 and H36B antigens and was trypsin resistant but sensitive to pepsin digestion. This antigen was named alpha (Cα). The second A909 and H36B antigen which was sensitive to trypsin was called Cβ. Today, we know that the trypsin-resistant 335 antigen was Alp1, which at that time was erroneously considered to be Cα due to immunological cross-reactivity (see below), while the trypsin-resistant A909 and H36B antigens were true Cα (6). Strain A909 has since been a prototype strain for Cα. However, trypsin-resistant protein antigens were first described in group A streptococci (GAS) as R antigens, i.e., the R28 protein of GAS (7) and the R proteins R1, R2, R3, and R4 (8). All Alps belong to the same protein antigen family of GBS based on a variety of shared characteristics revealed by analysis both of the Alp genes and of the gene products (Fig. 1). When expressed in clinical isolates, Alps are high-molecular-mass proteins with a signal peptide of approximately 50 amino acids (aa), an N terminus of 170 to 180 aa, and a C-terminal area of 40 to 50 aa with a cell wall-anchoring motif, which probably ensures binding to the cell wall (9); some Alps also contain an intermediate region before a repeat region with tandemly arranged repeats of approximately 80 aa, mostly 8 to 10 repeats in clinical isolates. For extended review and references, see reference 10. On SDS-PAGE and Western blotting, Alps form ladder-like banding patterns with the number of bands in the ladder corresponding to the number of repeats and a distance between neighboring bands corresponding to approximately 8 kDa, i.e., the molecular mass of a single repeat. Although clinical isolates usually contain 9 or 10 repeats, the number may vary and the size of the protein varies correspondingly. The Alp genes have been sequenced, resulting in a great increase in knowledge about these genes and gene products. This has led to improved understanding of the relationship between different Alps and development of methods for identification of the proteins by molecular methods, which has facilitated serotyping (11, 12, 13). Alps are chimeras with a mosaic structural arrangement, probably as a result of lateral gene or gene fragment transfer and recombination events (14, 15). GenBank accession numbers of the Alp genes are as follows: for bca (Cα), M97256; for alp1 (Alp1), U33554; for alp2 (Alp2), AF208158; for alp3 (Alp3), AF245663; for rib (Rib), U58333; and for alp4 (Alp4), AJ488912. Alp genes are allelic, meaning that any of the genes may occupy one and the same genomic location (15). Nearly all GBS possess at least one of the
Alp genes, but approximately 95% of GBS strains possess only one of the genes (16, 17). The genes show considerable, but variable, homology. Some GBS domains may show up to 100% similarity, which has been interpreted as an indication of a common ancestor. Specific Alps show a preference for certain CPS types, exemplified by frequent Rib association with CPS type III and frequent CPS type V-Alp3 and type Ia-Alp1 associations (16, 17, 18). Alps are immunogenic, give rise to protective antibodies, and are potential vaccine candidates (19, 20, 21, 22). Antibodies raised against particular Alp proteins show variable cross-reactivities with other Alp proteins, as would be expected on the basis of their considerable structural similarities. At least one of the Alp proteins, Cα, the prototype Alp, functions as an important invasin in cervical epithelial cells and mediates adherence, transmembrane passage, and translocation of GBS. This process is facilitated by Cα N-terminal sites which attach to αvβ3-integrin or to glycosaminoglycans associated with eukaryotic cells (23, 24, 25). The potential invasive properties of other Alp proteins have not been studied as extensively as they have for Cα but may be comparable to those of Cα (23, 26). Thus, Alp proteins play important roles in the immunology of GBS and as virulence factors.

Over the years, antisera to native Alp proteins have been used by many researchers in a variety of experimental approaches, such as infection models in animals and in serotyping, often without assurance regarding the immunological specificity of the antibodies, including which Alp domain was targeted by the antibodies. This has certainly resulted in some misleading conclusions, including failure to discriminate between different but cross-reacting Alp proteins in antibody-based serotyping, for example, failure to discriminate between Cα and Alp1 or between Alp3 and Rib. The introduction of GBS serotyping by molecular methods has disclosed the pitfalls related to the cross-reacting antibodies which cause inadequate specificity of antisera. On the other hand, since it has been possible to develop protein-specific molecular methods such as PCRs for Alp identification in spite of considerable homology between Alp proteins, it seems tempting to speculate that antibody-based techniques with specificity comparable to that of molecular methods can be established. In this survey, we have compiled published data in order to elucidate the immunological specificity of major immunogenic domains of the Alp proteins.

Cα. Cα was defined in 1979 (6). The Cα-encoding gene (bca) of strain A909, serotype Ia/Cα/Cb, was sequenced in 1992 (27). The major segments of the gene and its product were found to be the signal sequence, which consisted of 41 aa; the N terminus, initially calculated to contain 185 aa; the repeat region, composed of 749 aa with 82 aa within each repeat unit; and the C-terminal anchoring region, with 45 aa (27). Cα contained protective epitopes located both in the N terminus and in the C-terminal repeat region, also demonstrated by using a monoclonal anti-Cα antibody (20). Studies using animal models showed that when GBS was grown in vivo in the presence of Cα antibodies, the isolate could generate mutants with reduced numbers of Cα repeats compared to the parent strain (28). The mutations produced profound effects on the binding affinity of Cα C-terminal antibodies; antibodies elicited against Cα with many repeats recognized the protein with many repeats but barely recognized Cα with only one or two repeats (19, 29).

The mutations to fewer repeats combined with variability of the affinity of antibodies generated against Cα with a variable number of repeats probably represents a mechanism by which GBS escape host immune responses (19, 29). The variability in binding affinity of anti-Cα antibodies was mirrored by the protective capacity of antibodies elicited with antigen with a high or low number of repeats (19, 29). Mutations to fewer repeats have also been observed in GBS infection in humans (30).

A puzzling phenomenon observed with Cα is that the number of repeats altered the immunogenicity of the protein. Specifically, immunogenicity weakened with increasing numbers of repeats, with the most notable reductions occurring in antibody production to the N-terminal region. For example, immunization with a Cα with as many as 16 repeats failed to induce anti-N-terminal-region antibodies and also affected the protective activity of the antibodies elicited (19, 22, 29). Similar observations have been made in our laboratory (31). Immunization with purified recombinant Cα N terminus or the N terminus as part of a fusion protein resulted in a strong antibody response when the immunogenicity of the Cα N terminus was not suppressed by multiple C-terminal repeats (22, 29). Available information supports the inference that repeat-number-dependent downregulation of the immunogenicity of the N terminus is a mechanism by which GBS prevents generation of anti-N-terminal-region antibodies, known to be highly efficient in immunoprotection (19, 22, 29). Thus, it seems that the number of Cα repeats is a factor which modulates the overall Cα antibody response, the binding affinity of the Cα antibodies generated, and most notably the production of N-terminal-region antibodies, by mechanisms which remain unexplained.

Although antibodies to the Cα N terminus have been used experimentally, including in protection studies in animals (20, 22), it does not appear that the immunological specificity of these antibodies has been thoroughly tested, which explains the question mark in Table 1. The N-terminal region of the product of bca, the gene encoding Cα, showed 70% homology with the N termini of the products of alp2 and alp3 and 60% homology with the Rib N terminus, but antibodies against the corresponding proteins showed no immunological cross-reactivity with Cα (22, 31, 32, 33). This should imply that the Cα N terminus induces Cα-specific antibodies when used for immunization without being bound to the Cα C terminus with multiple repeats. The bca strech encoding the Cα N terminus has at least one site which is the target for a 24-mer reverse primer in a Cα-specific PCR (11). It is a possibility that this site could correspond to either the whole or part of a Cα-specific epitope, but this is largely speculation. In conclusion, available data support the notion that immunization with the Cα N terminus under certain conditions generates a Cα-specific antibody response.

---

**FIG 1** Schematic presentation of the major domains of Alp, the signal peptide (S), the N-terminal region (N), the repeat region (R), and the C-terminal region (C). ID indicates the immunodominant regions. The arrow indicates the N-terminal end of the intermediate area in Alp2 and Alp3. For more details of structural features, see the text and reference 10.
specific epitope (31). The N termini of the products of which recognized only Alp1-expressing strains, consistent with (31) (Fig. 2; Table 1). This explains why serotyping GBS with Alp1 repeats showed nearly 100% identity at the nucleotide level shared Alp1 and C closely associated with C. In contrast, molecular typing has /H9251 /H9251, with the result that CPS Ia strains have been C-term.; Rib C term.; Alp4 C term. None Alp3 C term.; Rib C term. Rib N term. Alp4 Alp3 C term.; Rib C term. Alp4 N term.

TABLE 1 Putative targets of cross-reacting and protein-specific antibodies in anti-Alp sera

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antiserum target</th>
<th>Cross-reacting domain(s)</th>
<th>Protein-specific domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coa</td>
<td>Alp1 C term.</td>
<td>Coa N term.?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alp1</td>
<td>Coa C term.</td>
<td>Alp1 N term.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alp3</td>
<td>Alp2 N term.; Rib C term.; Alp4 C term.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rib</td>
<td>Alp3 C term.; Alp4 C term.</td>
<td>Rib N term.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alp4</td>
<td>Alp3 C term.; Rib C term.</td>
<td>Alp4 N term.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A: Alp1 also possessed a site of low immunogenicity which cross-reacted with Alp2 and Alp3, of uncertain location in these proteins (28).
B: A Streptococcus dysgalactiae subsp. equisimilis strain contained a hybrid gene (dys-alp; GenBank accession numbers DQ380235 and DQ380236) with an N terminus nearly identical to that of rib and a tandem B repeat area (15) nearly identical to that of alp2 (14).
C: R28, a protein expressed by many Streptococcus pyogenes strains, is virtually identical to the Alp3 protein of GBS (10, 15, 26).
D: term., terminal.

On the other hand, the Coa repeat region cross-reacted strongly with the Alp1 (Epsilon) repeat region as expected, since Coa and Alp1 repeats showed nearly 100% identity at the nucleotide level (31) (Fig. 2; Table 1). This explains why serotyping GBS with anti-Coa polyclonal or monoclonal antibodies has erroneously identified Alp1 as Coa, with the result that CPS Ia strains have been closely associated with Coa. In contrast, molecular typing has shown that Ia strains usually possess alp1, which encodes Alp1, and, more rarely, possess bca, which encodes Coa (16, 18, 34).

Alp1. Alp1 was formerly called Epsilon and considered a mosaic variant of Coa (GenBank accession numbers AY345596 and U33554). Actually, it appears that Alp1 and Coa are more closely related to each other than to the other Alps (Fig. 2; Table 1). When alp1 sequences from the CPS type Ia/Alp1 strain 515 (GenBank accession no. AAFP00000000) and sequences from the strain A909 bca (GenBank accession no. M97226) were aligned, it was found that the Alp1 and Coa repeats were virtually identical (31). This explains why the C-terminal regions from Alp1 and Coa behaved immunologically as two identical antigens, including the ability of both repeat regions to bind a monoclonal antibody raised against the Coa from A909 (31). The Alp1 and Coa repeat regions are thus indistinguishable immunologically due to their structural similarity but appear to be unique to these two Alps, as the repeat regions from Alp1 and Coa showed no cross-reactivity with other Alps (31). When antiserum against Alp1 had been cross-absorbed by a Coa-expressing strain in order to remove antibodies against the shared Alp1 and Coa C-terminal domain, antibodies remained which recognized only Alp1-expressing strains, consistent with the understanding that the Alp1 N terminus harbored an Alp1-specific epitope (31). The N termini of the products of alp1 and bca possess divergent stretches which have enabled construction of both alp1- and bca-specific primers for Alp1- and Coa-specific PCRs (11). It remains to be elucidated if the Alp1-specific primer site and the Alp1-specific epitope(s) are overlapping stretches. Consequently, Alp1 harbors one C-terminal antigenic domain which probably is identical immunologically to the C-terminal antigenic domain of Coa and one antigenic N-terminal domain which is Alp1 specific (Fig. 2; Table 1).

Alp2 and Alp3. Immunological testing of the CPS type V strain CJB-110 was described in 1996, and it was shown that this isolate expressed a ladder-forming protein which was called Alp2 (35). The gene (alp2) encoding Alp2 and the gene (alp3) encoding the ladder-forming protein Alp3 expressed by the CPS type VIII strain JM9-130013 were sequenced and described in 2000 (15). Both proteins had features characteristic of Alp family proteins; the two proteins shared structural similarities, but structural differences were also noted. The N termini containing 172 aa shared identical sequences (15). The intermediate region between the N terminus and the repeat areas consisted of 239 aa in Alp2 and 188 aa in Alp3, with stretches which were nearly identical in the two Alps. In Alp2 and Alp3, the repeats consisted of 76 and 79 aa, respectively, with 67% similarity between the repeats (15). The Alp3 repeats were virtually identical to the Rib repeats, and Alp3 as a whole was virtually identical to the GAS protein R28 (see below). Further, it was shown by Western blotting that antiserum against an Alp3-expressing strain targeted both Alp2 and Alp3, in accordance with the common Alp2/Alp3 epitope(s) (15). This was later confirmed by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)-based testing (32). In view of the findings of sequence identity of the Alp2 and Alp3 N termini, it seems obvious that these domains should cross-react immunologically. When the Alp2/Alp3 cross-reacting antibodies were removed by cross-absorption, the anti-Alp2 serum retained anti-Alp2 antibody activity but demonstrated no binding to Alp3 or other Alps. Thus, the Alp2 C-terminal polypeptide contained at least one Alp2-specific antigenic site, which can be considered an Alp2-specific antigenic marker (32). This marker may be located in the Alp2 repeats despite the finding that these repeats showed as much as 67% homology with the non-cross-reacting Alp3 repeats. Alternatively, the Alp2-specific marker may be on an Alp2 site outside the Alp2 repeats. Thus, sequence data have provided a rational basis for interpreting Alp2/Alp3 immunological cross-reactivity and for the observation that PCR with primers targeting sequences within the Alp2/Alp3 N termini failed to discriminate between the genes alp2 and alp3 (11). However, primers which provide alp2- and alp3-specific PCRs have been designed and used in molecular serotyping (12).

After removing the Alp2/Alp3 cross-reacting antibodies from an Alp3 antiserum, it was shown that Alp3 antibody activity remained and that these antibodies combined equally well with the homologous Alp3 and the heterologous Rib protein (32, 33). Since the Alp3 and Rib repeats are nearly identical (15), these structures were likely to be the targets of the Alp3/Rib cross-reacting antibodies. Thus, Alp3 which shares its N-terminal antigenic domain with Alp2 appears to share the C-terminal antigenic domain with Rib. Thus, the major immunogenic domains of Alp3 appear to cross-react with other Alps, making Alp3 the only known Alp that lacks a protein-specific immunogenic marker. As a consequence, it may not be possible to identify Alp3 by antibody-based methods.
FIG 3 Schematic presentation of the immunodominant domains of Alp2, Alp3, Rib, and Alp4. Cross-reacting N-terminal domains in gray; protein-specific N- or C-terminal domains in blue, red, and green, respectively; and cross-reacting repeat area domains in yellow.

without using combinations of specific antibodies. It remains to be seen whether more refined immunological techniques will result in detection of an Alp3-specific antigenic marker. Due to its cross-reactivity with other Alps, Alp3 may be of considerable interest as a vaccine candidate in a CPS/Alp3 conjugate vaccine, as a free protein, or as a recombinant version of antigenic Alp3 domains (36). A summary of immunological characteristics of Alp2 and Alp3 is included in Fig. 3 and Table 1.

Immunological cross-reactivity between Cα and Alp2 has been reported (35), as has cross-reactivity of Alp1 with Alp2 and Alp3 (31). The basis for this cross-reactivity has not been fully clarified, for instance, with respect to the binding site of the cross-reacting antibodies, a site which seems to be weakly immunogenic and perhaps is of minor importance (31). In conclusion, Alp2 and Alp3 share an immunogenic marker located in the N termini, and Alp2 possesses a protein-specific marker in its C-terminal region, but Alp3 does not appear to have a protein-specific antigenic marker.

Rib. The initial description of the Alp Rib appeared in 1993, including immunochemical characterization; differential expression of Rib by GBS strains, most notably by CPS type III strains; and the protective ability of anti-Rib antibodies tested in a mouse model (21). The gene rib, encoding Rib, was sequenced in 1996 and showed a molecular structure representative of Alp genes (37). The N terminus of the product of rib contained 174 aa, and without an intermediate area, the C terminus of the product of rib had multiple identical repeats composed of 79 aa. Anti-Rib antibodies showed protective activity in experimental infections with GBS strains expressing Rib and with infection that was caused by a Streptococcus strain which was Rib negative but expressed a cross-reacting surface protein (26, 38). Immunological testing and sequence analysis have shown that Rib is identical to the historical R4 protein (39, 40). When antibodies were elicited by immunization with intact Rib with multiple C-terminal repeats, the repeat region was immunodominant and the N terminus was nonimmunodominant. In contrast, when immunization with fusion proteins was made with N-terminal or repeat peptides, the N-terminal component was immunodominant (22), resembling the results obtained with Cα regions (see above). Both Rib anti-N-terminal-region and antirepeat antibodies were protective in animal models (22). Based on antiserum against a serotype III/Rib GBS strain and antiserum against purified Rib, immunological testing using appropriately cross-absorbed antisera provided evidence that antibodies against the Rib N terminus recognized only rib PCR-positive GBS, i.e., evidence that these antibodies were Rib specific and thus targeted a unique antigenic marker of Rib (33). Experiments designed to test the immunological specificity of antigenic sites of the Rib repeat region produced results that were consistent with results expected based on sequence analysis. GBS which harbored either the alp3 or the rib gene were recognized by anti-Rib C-terminal-region antibodies, whereas strains negative for these genes failed to bind the antibodies (33). Antibodies which targeted Rib and Alp3 repeat areas, which are virtually identical, also targeted strain 9828, which possessed Alp4, and the R28 protein of GAS, presumably binding to repeat sites of these proteins (A. I. Kvaam, personal communication). Over the years, the cross-reactivity of the Rib repeat area with Alp3 has resulted in false typing of Alp3-expressing GBS as Rib (R4)-expressing strains when anti-Rib sera have been used for serotyping. In conclusion, the N terminus of Rib, which has at least one site for a primer that allows a rib-specific PCR (11), also has one or more sites which induce generation of Rib-specific antibodies. In contrast, the C-terminal region of Rib elicits highly cross-reactive antibodies in accordance with sequence analysis results (Fig. 3; Table 1).

Alp4. Strain 9828 (Compton; Prague 25/60; NCTC 9828) has for many years been considered a prototype for the GBS proteins R3 and R4 (Rib) and also a prototype strain for another R-like antigen called the BPS protein (group B protective surface protein [41]). The isolate is not CPS typeable by means of anti-CPS sera, but analysis of the 9828 cps gene cluster indicated CPS type II (42). Testing of strain 9828 by PCR with primer sets designed for rib resulted in amplicon production with one primer set but not with other sets designed for rib (12). For this reason, it was considered that 9828 did not contain an ordinary R4 (Rib) but contained another Alp, which was called Alp4 (12). Based on sequence data (GenBank accession no. AJ488912), a PCR which amplified a 110-bp segment of alp4 that corresponded to the N-terminal region of the alp4 product was designed and provided an Alp4-specific PCR (11). Hundreds of human GBS strains from various geographical areas have been tested for alp4 possession, but 9828 seems to be the only isolate that possesses alp4, the Alp4-encoding gene (12, 16, 17).

In experiments performed in our laboratory (not yet reported), using rabbit antisera against strain 9828, we demonstrated that antibodies which recognized Rib, Alp3, and the R28 protein of GAS (see above), presumably by binding to the repeats of these Alps, recognized Alp4 equally well. This suggests that the C-terminal region of Alp4 is similar, if not identical, to those of Rib, Alp3, and R28. This conclusion was supported by the finding that our Rib monoclonal antibody which recognized the repeat area of Rib, Alp3, and R28 (31) also recognized Alp4. This cross-reactivity is certainly the reason why strain 9828 for many years was erroneously considered a prototype strain for R4 (Rib). The antiserum used in our experiments also contained another antibody which recognized only 9828 among a number of GBS strains tested, presumably by targeting an Alp4-specific antigenic site(s) in the Alp4 N terminus, in accordance with N-terminal primer sites for an alp4-specific PCR (11). Thus, it seems that Alp4 is constructed similarly to other Alps with respect to immunogenic domains, one protein-specific domain located in the N terminus and one cross-reacting domain located in the repeat-containing C-terminal region (Fig. 3; Table 1).

R proteins and Alps. The term R protein was introduced in
1952 for streptococcal proteins which were resistant to trypsin digestion (7). Later, the R proteins R1, R2, R3, and R4 were described (8). R2 probably never occurs in GBS, and R4 is identical to Rib (see above). The identity of R1 has been confusing. Anti-R1 serum has often been prepared from antisera raised against strain D136C (NEM316; ATCC 12403), previously serotyped as a type III/R1 strain and considered an R1 prototype strain (43, 44). However, D136C is currently classified as a type III/Alp2 strain and is no longer considered an R1 prototype strain (45, 46). The N terminus of R28 is identical (15), were the targets of the putative R1 antibodies in traditionally prepared anti-R1 sera. R1 most likely is nonexistent as a distinct antigen different from the Alps, also meaning that the results of former experiments attributed to R1 actually may represent repeat regions which can be attributed to Alp2 and/or Alp3. However, theoretically, R1 might be one of the 30 putative surface proteins with a cell wall-sorting signal motif identified by D136C/NEM316 genomic sequencing (45).

R3 is a high-molecular-mass protein among others expressed by the prototype strains 10/84 (ATCC 49447) and 9828 (NCTC 9828). This protein is generated by multiple bands on Western blotting whether probed with polyclonal antibodies or probed with monoclonal antibodies (48, 49). R3 antibodies showed no cross-reactivity with any of the well-defined Alps, which would have been unusual if R3 had belonged to the Alp family (49). This protein may belong to another family of streptococcal proteins, but R3 awaits full characterization and sequencing of the encoding gene.

Alps in non-group B streptococci. A variety of Gram-positive cocci and an occasional Gram-negative bacterium harbor genes which encode high-molecular-weight proteins with a structural organization which mimics that of the Alps of GBS (10). These proteins have been termed Alp related and may have repeats with some sequence similarity to the Alps of GBS. In most instances, however, the similarity is below 50%, which probably means that it is below levels that could provide immunological cross-reactivity with GBS Alps.

Within the genus Streptococcus, the two species Streptococcus pyogenes and Streptococcus dysgalactiae subsp. equisimilis include strains which possess true Alps. The protein R28 was detected in 1952 and occurred in both GBS and GAS strains (7). In a later study, it was found that R28 was probably identical to the T28 antigen of GAS (50). Sequence analysis showed that the R28 gene was virtually identical to the GBS gene alp3, which encodes the GBS protein Alp3 (15, 26). Lateral transfer from GBS to GAS probably had taken place in the past. The R28 and Rib repeats showed 95% residue identity (10, 26), and in accordance with this, immunological cross-reactivity between the repeats would be expected. This cross-reactivity most likely mediated the cross-protection between R28-expressing GAS and Rib-expressing GBS, demonstrated in animal models (26, 38). The N terminus of R28 is not expected to mediate protective immunity against Rib-expressing GBS, but may have the potential to provide cross-protection against GBS which express either Alp2 or Alp3 (32), due to nearly identical N termini (15, 32). To the best of our knowledge, however, these relationships have not been clarified. Immunogenicity and immunological specificity of the intermediate region present in R28, Alp2, and Alp3 also remain unknown. In 2006, an additional Alp was described, detected in a Streptococcus dysgalactiae subsp. equisimilis strain (14). This Alp, which was named Dys-Alp, and the encoding gene dys-alp (GenBank accession numbers DQ380235 and DQ380236) possessed a signal sequence, and the Alp possessed an N terminus with 95% amino acid identity to the Rib N terminus and a C-terminal region with repeats (called B repeats) that were virtually identical to the repeats of Alp2 of GBS (14). Immunological testing of Dys-Alp did not conclusively determine the immunological relatedness of this protein to other Alps, possibly due to testing by antisera which were not quite appropriate for the situation. We are not aware of detection of similar N-terminal/C-terminal combinations in GBS Alps. The dys-alp structural arrangement may serve as an illustration of the manner by which the mosaicism of the Alps has arisen.

Alps in bovine GBS. It has been claimed that human and bovine GBS have evolved along different phylogenetic lines (51, 52, 53), and a bovine GBS genome contained numerous genes which encoded putative surface-localized proteins that were not found in human GBS (54). In one study, 173 human and 52 bovine GBS strains were tested, mostly by PCR, for 18 different surface-localized markers, including the Alps; all of these markers were detected in isolates of both categories, although there were some differences in the frequency of occurrence of the markers (55). The Alps showed essentially similar CPS-Alp associations in the two strain categories and behaved similarly in immunological tests with specific antisera, without displaying results that could point to immunological differences between the Alps of human and bovine GBS, or differences between the non-Alp proteins Z1, Z2, and R3 (49, 55). More detailed comparative testing, including comparative sequence analysis, may be required to determine whether surface-exposed protein markers of human and bovine GBS differ significantly. Sequence differences between human and bovine cps genes involved in CPS synthesis have been reported (56). These differences may represent the underlying basis for the frequent failure of antibodies raised against CPSs of human GBS strains to recognize CPSs of bovine GBS strains (56, 57).

Comments. The data compiled in this review and summarized in Table 1 support the notion that the Alps identified to date possess two major antigenic domains. One domain is located in the N-terminal region, and the other domain is located in the repeat-containing C-terminal region. Alp3 appears to be relatively unique among the Alps as it does not appear to have an immunologically specific domain. For the other Alps, one of these domains, usually the N-terminal domain, is protein specific. Alp2 varies from this trend, as the repeat region appears to harbor the protein-specific antigenic domain. All non-protein-specific domains show immunological cross-reactivity with a corresponding domain in one or more of the other Alps. These inferences, which are based on immunological testing, are consistent with results of genetic sequence analysis, since cross-reacting domains were located in regions with identical or virtually identical nucleotide sequences. Non-cross-reacting domains, in contrast, usually showed less than 70% sequence identity, further emphasizing the genetic basis for immunological specificity. The mosaicism and constructs of antigenic Alps domains have complicated the task of preparing protein-specific antisera for serotyping. Cross-reacting
antibodies are common in these antisera, and this has significant potential to produce confusion due to erroneous results. In order to avoid these problems, antiserum raised against intact Alp has to be cross-absorbed by appropriate bacteria or Alp in order to make it protein specific. Although molecular biology-based serotyping methods have largely replaced antibody-based typing methods over the last few years, presenting a significant technological advance, domain-specific antibodies will still be required for future research, including vaccine development studies, or for studies of GBS virulence factors. In these and other contexts, detailed knowledge of Alp epitope structures would be desirable. Experiments designed for detailed epitope mapping have not been successful to date (20), and we have encountered similar difficulties in our laboratory (unpublished data). Success in research along these lines may eventually result in specifically tailored peptides for a variety of experimental purposes, including vaccine developments.

Antigenic specificity is of utmost importance in the choice of vaccine components. The data reviewed here point to the possibility that a two-component vaccine, one immunogenic peptide corresponding to a repeat area stretch of Co or Alp1, either of which cross-reacts strongly (Fig. 2; Table 1), and one peptide corresponding to a repeat area stretch of Alp3 or Rib, either of which also cross-reacts strongly (Fig. 3; Table 1), may provide broad protective antibodies provide protective immunity (36, 38) and that antibodies to Alp3/Rib repeat area antibodies may protect against the majority of GBS strains (26). The repeat area vaccine may also protect against the highly virulent GBS clone of the sequence type ST-17, often of the serotype III/Rib (58, 59). This may be possible since the great majority of isolates of the two strain collections (16, 18) expressed one, occasionally two, of the Alps with cross-reacting repeat regions, either the Co/Alp1 region or the Alp3/Rib region. It is important to note that cross-reacting antibodies provide protective immunity (36, 38) and that anti-repeat area antibodies induce immunoprotection in experimental models (20, 22). A vaccine based on N-terminal epitopes would require more vaccine components in order to achieve comparable broadness of protection. On the other hand, anti-N-terminal-region antibodies may be more protective than anti-repeat area antibodies (22). Of single Alps, Alp3 seems to be of particular interest as a vaccine candidate (36). Further research is required to clarify among a variety of problems related to GBS vaccine development.
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